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WHEELER LAYLA
A Century on Air Skyhorse Publishing, Inc.
This is an accessible and concise history of British radio and
television. The book considers the nature and evolution of
broadcasting, the growth of broadcasting institutions and the
relation of broadcasting to a wider political and social context.
Beginning with the genesis of radio at the turn of the century,
Crisell discusses key moments in media history from the ﬁrst
wireless broadcast in 1920 to the present. Key topics covered
include: * The establishment of the BBC in 1927 * The general
strike, notions of public service broadcasting and the cultural
values of the BBC * Broadcasting in wartime * The heyday of radio
in the 1940s and 1950s and the rise of television * BBC2, Channel
4 and minority television * The changing role of radio in a
television age * The convergence of broadcasting and other
media * Future issues for broadcasting
A House Through Time PublicAﬀairs
"The Once and Future King" by T. H. White. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary
ﬁction and non-ﬁction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of
world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone
in a high-quality digital format.
100 Places That Made Britain Verso Books
On a sweltering day in July, 1878 the men of the 42nd Royal
Highlanders - the Black Watch - waded ashore at Larnaca Bay to
begin the British occupation of Cyprus. Today, Britons on sunbeds
colonise the same stretch of sand, the latest visitors to an island
which has long held a special place in the English imagination and a controversial role in British imperial ambitions. Drawing on
largely unpublished material, Tabitha Morgan reﬂects on why
successive administrations failed, so catastrophically, to engage
with their Cypriot subjects, and how social segregation, confusion
about Cypriot identity and the poor calibre of so many
administrators all contributed to the bloody conﬂict that led,
ﬁnally, to Cypriot independence in 1960. Sweet and Bitter Island
explores for the ﬁrst time the unique bond between Britain and
Cyprus and the complex, sometimes tense, relationship between
the two nations which endures to the present day. Extensively
researched and lyrically written, this is the deﬁnitive portrait of
British colonial life on the Mediterranean island.
Broadcasting Empire Proﬁle Books
Winner of the Book of the Year, Children's Illustrated and NonFiction at The British Book Awards, 2021 Shortlisted for
Waterstones Book of the Year 2020 A short, essential introduction

to Black British history for readers of 12+ by award-winning
historian and broadcaster David Olusoga. When did Africans ﬁrst
come to Britain? Who are the well-dressed black children in
Georgian paintings? Why did the American Civil War disrupt the
Industrial Revolution? These and many other questions are
answered in this essential introduction to 1800 years of the Black
British history: from the Roman Africans who guarded Hadrian’s
Wall right up to the present day. This children's version of the
bestseller Black and British: A Forgotten History is illustrated with
maps, photos and portraits. Macmillan Children's Books will
donate 50p from every copy sold to The Black Curriculum.
MI6 The History of Broadcasting in the United Kingdom: Volume I:
The Birth of Broadcasting
Examining the ways in which the BBC constructed and
disseminated British national identity during the second quarter
of the twentieth century, this book is the ﬁrst study that focuses
in a comprehensive way on how the BBC, through its radio
programs, tried to represent what it meant to be British. The BBC
and national identity in Britain oﬀers a revision of histories of
regional broadcasting in Britain that interpret it as a form of
cultural imperialism. The regional organization of the BBC, and
the news and creative programming designed speciﬁcally for
regional listeners, reinforced the cultural and historical
distinctiveness of Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland. The BBC
anticipated, and perhaps encouraged, the development of the
hybrid “dual identities” characteristic of contemporary Britain.
This book will be of interest to scholars and students of
nationalism and national identity, British imperialism, mass media
and media history, and the “four nations” approach to British
history.
A History of Britain Random House
What are the 50 key events you need to understand to grasp
British history?
Black and British: An Illustrated History Manchester University
Press
Accompanying the BBC TV series of the same name, Neil Olivers
popular account of Britains prehistoric and Roman past strikes a
personal note, interweaving Olivers own voyage of discovery with
a chronological survey. Featuring snippets of interviews with the
archaeologists involved, the book describes visits to Britains most
important prehistoric sites, and the results of the latest research,
building up a picture of the daily lives of Britains inhabitants over
a vast period.
This Is the BBC Oxford University Press
In 100, carefully selected places, BBC History Magazine editor
Dave Musgrove takes us on an unforgettable historical tour
through British history, from the Roman invasion to 1960s
Liverpool. Musgrove has asked foremost British historians such as
Dominic Sandbrook, to nominate the sites they believe to be the

most important in our history, and has travelled to each place to
provide a visitor's point of view alongside the captivating stories
that make each one great. Covering the length and breadth of the
British mainland and two thousand of years of history, 100 Places
that Made Britain visits renowned sites such as the Tower of
London and Runnymede, as well as less well-known places like
Rushton Triangular Lodge in Northamptonshire - a three-sided,
three-themed house built during the Reformation and designed to
represent the Holy Trinity - and Jarrow, home of the ﬁrst
chronicler of Anglo-Saxon Britain, The Venerable Bede. Each
essay adds another layer to our understanding of Britain's story,
whether it be an advance in politics, religion, law or culture.
Bringing the vast history of this small island to life, 100 Places
that Made Britain is a captivating historical compendium that will
have every reader criss-crossing the country to explore its myriad
treasures.
The BBC at War Good Press
The ﬁrst - and only - history of the Secret Intelligence Service,
written with full and unrestricted access to the closed archives of
the Service for the period 1909-1949.
Britain at Bay Oxford University Press
Examines how, for much of the twentieth century, the BBC
supported the British empire, and how it sought to link listeners in
Britain, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa.
Considers the impact of the end of empire on British
broadcasting.
The BBC Oxford University Press on Demand
The ﬁrst in-depth history of the iconic radio and TV network that
has shaped our past and present. Doctor Who; tennis from
Wimbledon; the Beatles and the Stones; the coronation of Queen
Elizabeth and the funeral of Diana, Princess of Wales: for one
hundred years, the British Broadcasting Corporation has been the
preeminent broadcaster in the UK and around the world, a
constant source of information, comfort, and entertainment
through both war and peace, feast and famine. The BBC has
broadcast to over two hundred countries and in more than forty
languages. Its history is a broad cultural panorama of the
twentieth century itself, often, although not always, delivered in a
melliﬂuous Oxford accent. With special access to the BBC’s
archives, historian David Hendy presents a dazzling portrait of a
unique institution whose cultural inﬂuence is greater than any
other media organization. Mixing politics, espionage, the arts,
social change, and everyday life, The BBC is a vivid social history
of the organization that has provided both background
commentary and screen-grabbing headlines—woven so deeply
into the culture and politics of the past century that almost none
of us has been left untouched by it.
The History of the Secret Intelligence Service 1909-1949 Pan
Macmillan
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Behind the Wireless tells the story of women at the BBC in the
1920s and 30s. Broadcasting was brand new in Britain and the
BBC developed without many of the overt discriminatory practices
commonplace at the time. Women were employed at all levels,
except the very top, for instance as secretaries, documentary
makers, advertising representatives, and librarians. Three women
held Director level posts, Hilda Matheson (Director of Talks), Mary
Somerville (Director of School Broadcasting), and Isa Benzie
(Foreign Director). Women also produced the programmes aimed
at female listeners and brought women broadcasters to the
microphone. There was an ethos of equality and the chance to
rise through the ranks from accounts clerk to accompanist. But
lurking behind the façade of modernity were hidden inequalities
in recruitment, pay, and promotion and in 1932 a marriage bar
was introduced. Kate Murphy examines how and why the interwar
BBC created new opportunities for women.
The Adventure of English Pan
From its inception in 1932, overseas broadcasting by the BBC
quickly became an essential adjunct to British diplomatic and
foreign policy objectives. For this reason, the World Service was
considered the primary means of engaging with attitudes and
opinions behind the Iron Curtain during the Cold War. Although
funded by government Grant-in-Aid, the Service's editorial
independence was enshrined in the BBC's Charter, Licence and
Agreement. London Calling explores the delicate balance of
power that lay in the relations between Whitehall and the World
Service during the Cold War. This book also assesses the nature
and impact of the World Service's programmes on listeners living
in the Eastern bloc countries. In doing so, it traces the evolution
of overseas broadcasting from Britain alongside the political,
diplomatic and ﬁscal challenges that the country faced right up to
the Suez crisis and the 1956 Hungarian uprising. These were
deﬁning experiences for the United Kingdom's international
broadcaster that, as a consequence, helped shape and deﬁne the
BBC World Service as we know it today. London Calling is an
important study for anyone interested in the media and foreign
policy histories of Great Britain or the history of the Cold War
more generally. Winner of the Longman History Today Book of the
Year Award 2015
A short essential history Faber & Faber
This beautiful hardback gift book is a stunning visual journey
through Black British history for younger readers by awardwinning historian and broadcaster David Olusoga and illustrated
by Jake Alexander and Melleny Taylor. The essential starting place
for anyone who wants to learn about Black British History. David
Olusoga’s thought provoking text charts the forgotten histories of
Black people in Britain from Roman times right through to the
present day. From Roman Africans guarding Hadrian’s Wall, to an
African trumpeter in the court of Henry the Eighth, Black
Georgians ﬁghting for the abolition of slavery, Black soldiers
ﬁghting for Britain in the First World War, Windrush and right up
today. These are the stories that brought us all together in this
country. When did Africans ﬁrst come to Britain? Who are the
well-dressed black children in Georgian paintings? Why did the
American Civil War disrupt the Industrial Revolution? These and
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many other questions are answered in this essential introduction
to 1800 years of the Black British history. This children's edition of
the bestseller Black and British: A Forgotten History is beautifully
illustrated in full-colour with maps, portrait galleries, timelines,
photos and portraits.
London Calling A&C Black
An Introductory History of British Broadcasting is a concise and
accessible history of British radio and television. It begins with the
birth of radio at the beginning of the twentieth century and
discusses key moments in media history, from the ﬁrst wireless
broadcast in 1920 through to recent developments in digital
broadcasting and the internet. Distinguishing broadcasting from
other kinds of mass media, and evaluating the way in which
audiences have experienced the medium, Andrew Crisell
considers the nature and evolution of broadcasting, the growth of
broadcasting institutions and the relation of broadcasting to a
wider political and social context. This fully updated and
expanded second edition includes: *the latest developments in
digital broadcasting and the internet *broadcasting in a
multimedia era and its prospects for the future *the concept of
public service broadcasting and its changing role in an era of
interactivity, multiple channels and pay per view *an evaluation of
recent political pressures on the BBC and ITV duopoly *a timeline
of key broadcasting events and annotated advice on further
reading.
An Introductory History of British Broadcasting Random House
Take a spirited tour of British history as told through 50 key
documents, including the Magna Carta, Hitler's letter to
Chamberlain agreeing never to go to war, and a ticket stub to the
Beatles' ﬁrst concert. Celebrated historians Peter and Dan Snow
explore the implications and impact of these treasures, which
they personally selected from The National Archives, the British
Museum, the British Library, and the National Records of
Scotland.
A History of Modern Britain Oxford University Press on
Demand
A History of Modern Britain confronts head-on the victory of
shopping over politics. It tells the story of how the great political
visions of New Jerusalem or a second Elizabethan Age, rival
idealisms, came to be defeated by a culture of consumerism,
celebrity and self-gratiﬁcation. In each decade, political leaders
thought they knew what they were doing, but ﬁnd themselves
confounded. Every time, the British people turn out to be
stroppier and harder to herd than predicted. Throughout, Britain
is a country on the edge – ﬁrst of invasion, then of bankruptcy,
then on the vulnerable front line of the Cold War and later in the
forefront of the great opening up of capital and migration now
reshaping the world. This history follows all the political and
economic stories, but deals too with comedy, cars, the war
against homosexuals, Sixties anarchists, oil-men and punks,
Margaret Thatcher’s wonderful good luck, political lies and the
true heroes of British theatre. It accompanies a major ﬁve-part
documentary series for BBC television.
A History of Early Women at the BBC Routledge
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Alan Titchmarsh turns detective to unravel an epic story in this,
the ﬁrst complete history of the landscape and wildlife of the
British Isles.
The Extraordinary Birth and Troubled Life of the BBC
Oxford University Press
'A masterpiece ... this is the authoritative, much-needed history of
the BBC's ﬁrst century' David Kynaston, historian and Visiting
Professor at Kingston University In 1922, three men - only one of
whom had previously heard of 'broadcasting' - founded the BBC.
In doing so, Arthur Burrows, Cecil Lewis, and John Reith set out to
accomplish something utterly bold: using what had been a
weapon of war - Marconi's wireless - to remake culture for the
good of humanity. In The BBC: A People's History, professor and
historian David Hendy traces the BBC from its maverick
beginnings through war, the creation of television, changing
public taste, austerity and massive cultural change. The BBC has
constantly evolved, developing from one radio station, to
television, then multiple channels and now the competition with
the internet and streaming services. This is a history of a now
global institution that deﬁnes Britain and created modern
broadcasting; it is also a reﬂection of 100 years of British history.
The History of Broadcasting in the United Kingdom:
Volume I: The Birth of Broadcasting Bloomsbury Publishing
To serve the British nation in World War II, the BBC charged itself
with mobilizing popular music in support of Britain's war eﬀort.
Radio music, British broadcasters and administrators argued,
could maintain civilian and military morale, increase industrial
production, and even promote a sense of Anglo-American
cooperation. Because of their widespread popularity, dance music
and popular song were seen as ideal for these tasks; along with
jazz, with its American associations and small but youthful
audience, these genres suddenly gained new legitimacy at the
traditionally more conservative BBC. In Victory through Harmony,
author Christina Baade both tells the fascinating story of the
BBC's musical participation in wartime events and explores how
popular music and jazz broadcasting helped redeﬁne notions of
war, gender, race, class, and nationality in wartime Britain. Baade
looks in particular at the BBC's pioneering Listener Research
Department, which tracked the tastes of select demographic
groups including servicemen stationed overseas and young
female factory workers in order to further the goal of entertaining,
cheering, and even calming the public during wartime. The book
also tells how the wartime BBC programmed popular music to an
unprecedented degree with the goal of building national unity and
morale, promoting new roles for women, virile representations of
masculinity, Anglo-American friendship, and pride in a common
British culture. In the process, though, the BBC came into uneasy
contact with threats of Americanization, sentimentality, and the
creativity of non-white "others," which prompted it to regulate
and even censor popular music and performers. Rather than
provide the soundtrack for a uniﬁed "People's War," Baade
argues, the BBC's broadcasting eﬀorts exposed the divergent
ideologies, tastes, and perspectives of the nation. This
illuminating book will interest all readers in popular music, jazz,
and radio, as well as British cultural history and gender studies.
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